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Abstract We report a diffusion Monte Carlo study of A4He2

and A4He3He trimers’ structural properties, were A is one
of the alkali atoms6,7Li, 23Na, 39K, 85Rb or 133Cs. Some
of them are in a pure halo state, characterized by large spa-
tial extent and universality, while some are close to the halo
limit. The theoretical analysis of these trimers enables in-
sight on how structural properties of weakly bound systems
change when approaching the halo edge. For that purpose,
two-variable distributions of inter-particle separations and
angles were calculated. Extreme spatial extensions of some
trimers with3He confirm their halo nature. Although all the
considered systems are floppy, trimers with all bound dimer
subsystems are less spread and have significantly lower per-
centage of quasi-linear configurations than those which have
at least one unbound dimer subsystem.
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1 Introduction

Weakly bound and spatially extended few-body systems have
been attracting considerable interest since they share uni-
versal features. This key characteristic enables comparison
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of systems from different fields of physics, from ultracold
gases to nuclear physics. Specifically, in quantum three-body
physics the most famous property is the Efimov effect [1].
An infinite series of three-body geometrically spaced and
stable excited states was predicted [1], and latter experimen-
tally confirmed [2], to appear when a third particle is added
to a pair of bosons that are on the edge of binding. Universal-
ity is also related to the two- and three-body systems, which
mostly occupy classically forbidden regions of space, the so
called halo states [3–5]. Such systems are not sensitive to
details of the short-range interactions. Thus, their properties
can be predicted with any potential that has the same inte-
gral properties, i.e., the scattering length and the effective
range. The scale invariance noticed in nuclei [3] was con-
firmed also for small atomic clusters [3,5]. Those works pro-
posed a universal relation between scaled size and energy for
two- and three-body systems as well as separation of lines
corresponding to different types of trimers. Namely, trimers
can be classified as Borromean [3], tango [6], samba [7]
and all-bound type if they have zero, one, two and all three
two-body subsystems bound, respectively. Universal rela-
tions between scaled size and energy of weakly bound three-
body systems were calculated in three [8] and two [9] spatial
dimensions.

Due to their extremely weak interaction, both helium
isotopes,4He and3He played a significant role in the study
of molecular halos [3,5]. Furthermore, it was experimentally
confirmed that the excited state of4He3 is an Efimov state,
while the ground state of4He2

3He was suggested to be a
quantum halo state [10,11]. Recently, helium trimer prop-
erties have been thoroughly investigated not only theoret-
ically [12–14], but also experimentally [12,13]. Since He-
alkali potentials are even shallower, one expects that swap-
ping a He isotope by an alkali could produce a halo state
or a diffuse system close to the halo border (quasi-halo).
Very weak binding of mixtures HeHeA, where A is one of
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the alkali atoms, was predicted by different methods [15–
20,22,21]. In addition, the first excited states of4He2

6Li
and4He2

7Li were predicted to be Efimov states. [15–19,21].
Also recently, weak binding of4He2A has been confirmed
[23–25]. Swapping a4He by 3He generates even more dif-
fuse clusters, showing a pure halo characteristics [5,25].

However, structural properties of helium-alkali clusters
have not been thoroughly investigated so far. In particular,
two-dimensional angular and radial distribution functions,
which would give better insight into the different triangu-
lar configurations, are lacking. Since helium-alkali trimers
offer a huge set of weakly bound systems under natural con-
ditions, we analyzed their structure in more detail to test
how mass and binding strength affect their diffuseness in
different directions. In particular, we notice the difference in
trimer configuration belonging to different types, all-bound
and tango/samba trimers.

Since very weakly bound system are computationally
quite demanding, we chose the diffusion Monte Carlo method
(DMC) [26] and pure estimators [27] to extract exact ground-
state properties. The method is discussed in Sec. 2. Sec. 3
reports the distribution functions. Finally, Sec. 4 comprises
a summary of the work and an account of the main conclu-
sions.

2 Method

Clusters A4He2 and A4He3He were studied at zero tem-
perature using the DMC method. The DMC method solves
stochastically the Schrödinger equation written in imaginary
timeτ = it/h̄,

−

∂Ψ(R,τ)
∂τ

= (H −Er)Ψ (R,τ) , (1)

applying reasonable approximations for the Green’s func-
tion when imaginary time step∆τ → 0. In Eq. (1),Er is a
reference energy and thewalker R ≡ (r1, r2, r3) collectively
denotes the positions of the trimer’s constituents.

The HamiltonianH for the trimer is

H =−

3

∑
i=1

h̄2

2mi
∇2

i +
3

∑
i,j=1
i<j

V(r ij ) , (2)

whereV denotes the interatomic potentials between the three
pairs of the trimer. Explicit three-body potentials are notin-
cluded because their contribution has proved to be negligible
in the case of pure He trimers [13,28]. For He-He interac-
tions we used the semi-empirical HFDB potential [29] as in
Refs. [5,13] and for He-A the KTTY [30] model as in Ref.
[5]. The best available constants from the NIST database
were taken,

0.5h̄2m−1/(mK Å
2
)

for 3He, 4He, 6Li, 7Li, 23Na, 39K, 85Rb, and133Cs, respec-
tively equal to 8041.811058, 6059.640786, 4032.226566,
3457.001455,1055.005713,622.4853844,285.6415818,and
182.4931752.

In order to solve Eq.(1) we applied the same procedure
as in Refs. [13,25] In particular, the details of the calcula-
tions are given in the work that reports the stability and one-
dimensional distribution functions of4He2A, 4He3HeA and
3He2A, where A is one of the alkali atoms Li, Na, K, Rb or
Cs. [25]

For the calculation of the atom pair-pair distributions
P(ri j,rkl) and angular-angular distributionsP(θ1,θ3) it was
necessary to use pure estimators [27], because the corre-
sponding operators do not commute with the Hamiltonian
H. In order to ensure exact ground-state properties, it is cru-
cial in this algorithm to verify that the chosen block size is
large enough. We used 105 steps per block for all studied
structural properties, although for some trimers they con-
verged even for 3 times smaller block sizes. For the calcu-
lations of the distribution functions we have chosen a time
step∆τ = 10−3 K−1 that we checked to be small enough to
reduce any finite time-step bias.

3 Results

Motivated by the recent experimentally measured [10,11,
31] distributions of helium trimers4He3 and4He2

3He, we
determined the structural properties of the ground state for
all A4He2 and A4He3He trimers. The structure is visualized
by two-variable distribution functions, inter-particle separa-
tions P(He−He,4He−A) and anglesP(θ1,θ3) whereθ1

and θ3 denote respectivelyα and γ angle of the triangle
ABC formed by atoms.

Results for the distribution functions are shown in fig-
ures 1, and 2. Top rows present A4He3He trimers, while
A4He2 are in a bottom rows. In Fig. 1, the separation be-
tween He-He atoms is in thex-axis, while the4He-A dis-
tances are in they-axis. The repulsive barrier of the He-A
potential is wider than the He-He one, producing a wider
zero probability area extending next to thex-axis than next
to they-axis. Color-boxes for top and bottom row are differ-
ent for clarity reasons because trimers A4He3He are much
more diffuse than A4He2, which are not in a halo state [25].
Our previous study has shown that universal scaling of en-
ergy and size [5] extends also somewhat below the halo
domain. Similar distributions for A4He2 suggest that they
should be concentrated very close in the scaling plot from
Ref. [5]. Higher peaks mean higher localization which is
in agreement with the predicted binding energies [14,25].
Swapping the heavier He isotope by the lighter, the effect
becomes more pronounced. All A4He3He trimers are tango
states, except the one with Na, which is a samba state be-
cause the3He-Na dimer is bound with the energy of -1.242
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Fig. 1 Distributions of He-He and4He-A separations in: A4He3He (top) and A4He2 (bottom), where A is an alkali metal;
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Fig. 2 Distributions of anglesθ1 = ∡(3,4He−A −
4He) andθ3 = ∡(4He− 3,4He−A) in helium-alkali trimers: A4He3He (top) and A4He2 (bot-

tom), normalized to
∫

P(θ1,θ3)dθ1dθ3 = 1

mK. Larger differences in distributions are in agreement with
trimers’ spread along the universal tango line [5]. E. g. scaled
sizes of 3.3 and 1.7 were obtained [5] for3He4He7Li and
3He4He39K, respectively, what classifies them as halo and
quasi-halo close to the halo limit 2. All clusters are squeezed
in the direction of the axis belonging to the heavier pair,y-
axis. The effect is the more pronounced the stronger bind-
ing of the He-A pair is with respect to the the He-He bind-
ing (-1.69 mK). Namely,4He-A binding energies in mK are
-1.515, -5.622, -28.98, -11.2, -10.27, -4.954 for6Li, 7Li,
23Na, 39K, 85Rb and133Cs, respectively. Manifolded sys-
tem’s configuration arrangements are noticeable in all trimers,
i.e., for a particularri j value a wide range of distancesrkl has
high probability of occurrence.

Angle-angle distribution functions shown in Fig. 2 pro-
vide additional insight into the possible types of triangu-
lar configurations. Angleθ1 =∡(3,4He−A −

4He) is shown
on x-axis, whiley-axis stands forθ3 = ∡(4He− 3,4He−A).
Angles are marked for6Li4He3He in upper right corner of

the first subfigure in the top row. All of the trimers are spread
among different possible triangular shapes. As the mass of
the alkali atom is increased a more defined maximum starts
to form. The overall symmetry is significantly different in
the cases of A4He3He trimers, presented in the upper row
and A4He2 ones in the bottom row. In A4He3He trimers,
which have at least one unbound subsystem, when the A
mass in increased, a maximum forms with the small value
of the angle at the3He atom and the large angle at the A
atom, suggesting a significant proportion of nearly linear
configurations. On the other hand, in the case of A4He2 such
configurations have very low probability. The most probable
triangular configuration are given in Table 1. Isosceles con-
figurations are preferred by A4He2, with approximately two
times smaller angle in the A corner than in the He one. In
contrast to that, in the A4He3He trimer, the angle in the4He
vertex is two times larger than in the3He one while the angle
θ1 increases with the A mass from 97°to 165°.
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Table 1 Most probable triangular configuration of atoms in trimers
A−

4H−
4He and A−4He−3He, given with the uncertainty of 5°

θ1−θ2−θ3 [°] in A−B−C

A A−
4H−

4He A−4He−3He

6Li 36−71−73 097−59−24
7Li 37−74−69 103−48−29

23Na 43−70−67 150−19−11
39K 34−76−70 159−14−07

85Rb 33−74−73 159−14−07
133Cs 34−80−66 165−11−04

4 Conclusions

Using accurate diffusion Monte Carlo simulations we ob-
tained the ground-state structural properties for all trimers
A4He2 and A4He3He, where A is an alkali metal6,7Li, 23Na,
39K, 85Rb or133Cs. Structural properties were calculated us-
ing pure estimators in order to completely eliminate the bias
of the trial wavefunction used for guiding the diffusion pro-
cess within the DMC method.

Our results for the distribution of He-He and4He-A dis-
tances show a noticeable squeezing of the HeHeA cluster in
the He-A direction. The effect is the more pronounced the
stronger binding of the He-A pair is in comparison to the He-
He binding. Samba and tango type trimers are more spatially
stretched than all-bound trimers. From angular-angulardistri-
butions it is noticeable that samba23Na4He3He and A4He3He
tango-type trimers show with large probability triangularcon-
figurations close to the stretched triangle with A in the mid-
dle. The unbound He-He pair enables their appearance. In
contrast to that, all-bound trimers barely experience these
configurations since all bound pairs prevent stretching. In-
creasing the binding energy, the distributions become more
classical, although the high localizations of angles around a
particular most probable configuration, as in Ne3 [14] is still
not observed.

The one-variable distributions of inter-particle distances
and angles in4He3 and4He2

3He trimers have been recently
measured. [10,11] This opens up the possibility that many-
variable distributions could be also extracted. Since theygive
more information about the system, comparison of theoreti-
cal and experimental results would help to know if theoret-
ical models need additional refinements. Particularly, there
are significantly different He-A model potentials in the lit-
erature. We chose the KTTY model [30] since it was re-
cently used in the construction of a universal potential model
[32] and was mostly used in previous few-body calculations.
Anyway, any experimental confirmation of its quality would
be very welcome from the theoretical side.
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